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Abstract Recent theorizing indicates that the acquisition of movement sequence skill involves the development of several independent sequence representations at the same time. To examine this for the discrete sequence production task, participants in Experiment 1 produced a highly practiced sequence of six key presses in two conditions that allowed little preparation so that interkey intervals were slowed. Analyses of the distributions of moderately slowed interkey intervals indicated that this slowing was caused by the occasional use of two slower processing modes, that probably rely on independent sequence representations, and by reduced parallel processing in the fastest processing mode. Experiment 2 addressed the role of intention for the fast production of familiar keying sequences. It showed that the participants, who were not aware they were executing familiar sequences in a somewhat diﬀerent task, had no beneﬁts of prior practice. This suggests that the mechanisms underlying sequencing skills are not automatically activated by mere execution of familiar sequences, and that some form of top-down, intentional control remains necessary.



Introduction ‘‘I called the talker, critic, controlling voice Self 1 and the self that had to hit the ball Self 2. It soon became apparent that the less controlling, judgmental conversation there was from Self 1, the better the shots would turn out.’’ (Gallwey, 1974; The inner game of tennis). In everyday life we usually accomplish our goals by producing series of movements. If the order of these movements is unfamiliar, the selection and execution of W.B. Verwey Institut fu¨r Arbeitsphysiologie an der Universita¨t Dortmund, Ardeystrasse 67, 44139 Dortmund, Germany E-mail: [email protected] Tel.: +49-231-1084313 Fax: +49-231-1084340



the individual movements demand a fair amount of attention. After practicing the same series of movements over and over again, however, it usually is as if these movements are automatically placed in order and people can even attend elsewhere without sequence execution being disrupted much. The literature suggests that this is possible because familiar movement sequences are represented in various ways at the same time. Therefore, I wondered whether the high execution rate found with extensive practice of keying sequences results from the simultaneous use of various representations by independent processors, or from a single processor that can eventually use the most eﬃcient of a set of sequence representations. Some models of movement execution assume that sequence control is based on a single representation that involves recurrent connectionist or semantic networks (Cleeremans, Destrebqcz, & Boyer, 1998; Dominey, Lelkov, Ventre-Dominey, & Jeannerod, 1998; Jordan, 1990). These models assume that sequence elements are primed by internal and/or external feedback coming from the execution of preceding elements. Even though these models are certainly neuro-physiologically plausible, the fact that these networks require guidance for learning and when the order is ambiguous (Cohen, Ivry, & Keele, 1990) indicates that sequence execution involves also other representations that are used with little practice. Indeed in the serial reaction time (RT) task, in which participants cycle through a series of 8 to 12 key presses occurring in a ﬁxed order, a distinction is often made between explicit (i.e., verbalizable) and implicit (i.e., non-verbalizable) sequence knowledge (e.g., Curran & Keele, 1993; Dominey et al., 1998; Reber & Squire, 1998). In turn, implicit sequence knowledge is assumed to involve several representations (e.g., Keele, Ivry, Mayr, Hazeltine, Heuer, 2002). Moreover, there are clear indications that sequence learning occurs at both stimulus and response levels, and sequencing skill seems to include both spatial and nonspatial information (Koch & Hoﬀmann, 2000; Mayr, 1996). It has therefore been concluded that skill in the serial RT task is based
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on multiple layers of information including (a) abstract sequence descriptions, (b) more concrete types of action information such as target locations, and (c) motor patterns (e.g., Clegg, DiGirolamo, & Keele, 1998). Likewise, practice in the discrete sequence production task, a task in which ﬁxed sequences of up to about six keys are pressed, seems to induce development of sequence representations at a cognitive and a more motoric level (Verwey, 1996, 2001). The apparent consensus that practice of keying sequences in both the serial RT and the discrete sequence production tasks evokes sequence representations at diﬀerent levels is in line with theoretical perspectives on everyday skills like writing, speech, and typing (e.g., Colley, 1989; Hulstijn & van Galen, 1988; MacKay, 1982; Sternberg, Knoll, & Turock, 1990), and also with recent brain imaging research (e.g., Jeannerod, 1999). If indeed there are several representations of a movement sequence in memory, how exactly are these representations used? One possibility is that diﬀerent representations are simultaneously used by independent processors that work in parallel (e.g., Curran & Keele, 1993; Dominey et al., 1998), and that execution rate increases as more processors contribute (Verwey, 2001). For example, Adi-Japha and Freeman (2000) found indications that two processors with overlapping expertise (writing an O and drawing a circle) are automatically and in parallel engaged in some situations. Another possibility is that there is a single, central processor using only one representation at the time, and that practice Fig. 1 A framework for triggering the elements of a movement sequence to illustrate parallel processing and processing modes. This example contains one GPP and two SPPs. The GPP can work in diﬀerent modes while using diﬀerent inputs (GPP general purpose processor, SPP single purpose processor)



causes the development and utilization of more and more eﬃcient representations (cf. Crossman, 1959). A related question is whether learning one type of representation prevents the development of other representations. Schvaneveldt and Gomez (1998) argued that learning with a dual task yields another processing mode and representation than without a dual task. Similarly, Helmuth, Mayr and Daum (2000) found that healthy participants learned a motor sequence in a serial RT task and not some spatial pattern, whereas patients with Parkinson’s disease learned a spatial pattern for the same task and not a motor pattern. Furthermore, studies using positron emission tomography (PET) or transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) provided support for the view that only one of several alternative sequence representations is learned (Hazeltine, Grafton, & Ivry, 1997; Grafton, Hazeltine, & Ivry, 1995; PascualLeone, Grafman, & Hallett, 1994). In contrast, a recent study indicates that explicit knowledge does not prevent the development of implicit sequence knowledge (Willingham & Goedert-Eschmann, 1999). So, it remains unclear whether learning one particular sequence representation prevents development of other representations, and, if several representations do develop simultaneously, whether sequence production will be based on a central processor using one of these alternative representations, or on several parallel processors each using another representation. Figure 1 presents a general framework, based on notions that information processing in the brain involves independent processors (e.g., Keele et al., 2002; Logan, 1988; Meyer & Kieras, 1997; Rickard, 1999; Schneider & Detweiler, 1987). This framework illustrates the two mechanisms I call ‘parallel processing’ and operating in diﬀerent ‘processing modes’. The framework includes
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one general purpose processor (GPP) and two specialized (‘expert’) single purpose processors (SPPs). Every processor in this framework is capable of triggering the next element of a keying sequence after some distributed processing time. Each SPP acts as a functionally simple translator of input into output patterns, much in the way connectionist networks do (that however does not assume that processor and memory representation are separate). An SPP learns by picking up covariations between input and output on basis of the movement sequence as executed by the GPP and by other SPPs. To trigger individual movements the GPP can intentionally and ﬂexibly switch between using one of several diﬀerent strategies (i.e., processing modes), each of which is associated with another sequence representation. The context information depicted in Fig. 1 consists of information that, if consistently covarying with the phases of the task, contributes to the activation of the processors, thus also making their contribution context dependent (e.g., on irrelevant tones, Hoﬀmann, Sebald, & Sto¨cker, 2001). This framework illustrates how parallel processing and processing modes operate and can even be combined. So, parallel processing implies a race between independent processors (GPP and SPPs) to trigger the next sequence element, but the system can also work in one speciﬁc processing mode when SPPs are not involved and the GPP uses one of several sets of rules (e.g., a spatial sequence representation in memory or a general stimulus-response translation rule).



Experiment 1 The prime question in Experiment 1 concerns whether execution rate increases with practice because of an increase in the number of parallel processors racing to trigger each next sequence element, or because a central processor switches to a processing mode that is faster because it can use more eﬃcient sequence representations. Experiment 1 tests these two alternatives by examining interkey interval distributions when execution of familiar sequences can not be properly prepared so that execution rate most likely increases at each next element. In that situation, an increasing degree of parallel processing makes other predictions for the distributions of interkey intervals than a single processor changing to faster processing modes. When two processors operate in parallel and each is characterized by a particular distribution of processing times, they will together produce a processing time distribution that will be faster (shifted leftwards) and narrower than the distributions of each processor alone. This beneﬁt of parallel processing has been termed ‘statistical facilitation’ (Raab, 1962; Verwey, 2001). Such a race mechanism is also the basis of the instance theory that explains skilled response selection by assuming a race between individual memory instances and a general processing algorithm (Logan, 1988). Figure 2 presents the results of Monte Carlo simulations for the situation



that two processors work in parallel. The upper frame of the ﬁgure indicates that deactivation of both the faster and of the slower processor (i.e., Basis 1 and Basis 2, respectively) slows mean processing time of the system (from mean 141 ms to 200 ms and 150 ms, respectively). Deactivation of the slower processor reduces processing time if the distributions overlap because the overlap implies that the slower processor is sometimes faster too. Conversely, performance will improve if practice, or proper preparation, allows additional processors to be switched in parallel to those that are already active. The size of the improvement depends on the number of added processors, the amount of overlap of their processing time distributions, and on their standard deviations (SD). For example, two parallel processors with a normal distribution with a 450-ms mean and a 50-ms SD together yield a normal distribution with mean 422 ms (SD 41 ms), four parallel processors with this mean and SD yield a mean of 398 ms (SD 35 ms), and eight yield a mean of 379 ms (SD 30 ms). With larger SDs, the beneﬁts will be higher still. The occurrence of statistical facilitation does not depend on the form of the distribution. Apart from this speed increase, the beneﬁt of parallel processing lies in the reduced vulnerability of performance to exclusion of individual processors by brain damage, and by changes in task and context that reduce the contribution of context-dependent processors. If we assume that practice enables a central processor to switch to a more eﬃcient processing mode, this implies that only one representation is used at the time and that processing modes are mutually exclusive. If the speed of engaging a processing mode diﬀers across trials, several of such processing modes may eventually be mixed across a series of trials. This model is comparable with Rickard’s (1999) model for response selection in choice RT tasks that was meant as an alternative for Logan’s (1988) instance theory as it assumes that algorithm and instances control alternate in a proportion that varies with practice. The lower frame of Fig. 2 demonstrates that if two basis distributions are clearly separate and used equally often across a series of trials (i.e., 50/50), such a ‘mode mixture’ produces a multimodal distribution that is characterized by two components (i.e., peaks). The location of each component is the same as that of the corresponding basis distribution, and the contribution of each mode (i.e., the mixing probability a) determines the relative height of each peak. Observing two or more peaks would thus evidence a mixture of processing modes. Yet, if two distributions are close, as in the upper frame of Fig. 2, a mode mixture will yield a unimodal (single-peaked) distribution with a mean in between those of the basis distributions and a wider distribution than each of the basis distributions. If the basis distributions are known, it is possible to test statistically whether a distribution deviates from a mixture of these basis distributions (Yantis, Meyer, & Smith, 1991; see Appendix). The conditions of main interest in Experiment 1 involved familiar (practiced) keying sequences, while



109 Fig. 2 Illustrations of statistical facilitation due to parallel processing and mixing of distributions as found with Monte Carlo simulations for a smaller (upper frame) and a larger (lower frame) distance between two normal basis distributions. Means and SDs of each distribution are indicated between parentheses. Parallel processing yields a faster (leftward shifted) and narrower output distribution, with a greater beneﬁt as the basis distributions overlap more. Mixing of processing modes produces a broader distribution with the mean in between those of the basis distributions, that is bimodal if the means diﬀer more than about two SDs (lower frame)



these sequences could not be properly prepared because of either a preceding random sequence (in the ‘familiar/ presequence’ condition), or because new sequences were more likely to be carried out (in the ‘familiar/mixed’ condition). I expected that reduced preparation in those two conditions would slow execution of the ﬁrst couple of sequence elements, while later ones would be executed more rapidly. Two other conditions, one allowing normal preparation for sequence production (i.e., the ‘familiar/immediate’ condition), and one involving new sequences (‘new/mixed’) provided the alleged basis distributions of a fast sequencing mode and of the relatively slow reaction mode. As execution of the familiar sequences in the familiar/presequence and the familiar/mixed conditions was expected to become faster while being executed, it was possible to select those interkey intervals that were in between those obtained with fully prepared sequences, and those obtained with new sequences. These intervals were most likely to include the multimodal distributions predicted by a mixture model1. 1 Meyer, Yantis, Osman and Smith (1984) examined processing mode mixtures in a choice RT task by a staircase tracking algorithm that determined on-line the amount of preparation time that was most likely to produce a mixture of preparation strategies. The present possibility to select interkey intervals in a sequence makes such an algorithm unnecessary.



The main research question in Experiment 1 concerned whether the time taken to produce the moderately slowed elements in the familiar/presence and the familiar/mixed conditions would involve a multimodal or a unimodal distribution. A multimodal distribution would demonstrate that a single processor had switched between diﬀerent processing modes. It would then be important to see whether the distribution components would correspond to the distributions obtained in the new/mixed and familiar/immediate conditions. As the literature suggests two or three sequencing modes besides the reaction mode (i.e., implicit vs explicit; perceptual vs motor vs symbolic learning), there may be three or even more components in the interkey interval distributions. A unimodal distribution of interkey intervals in familiar/mixed and familiar/presequence that is shifted relative to the basis distributions in familiar/ immediate and new/mixed would indicate that reduced preparation results in fewer parallel processors selecting sequence elements. A diﬀerent research question in Experiment 1 concerned whether sequencing skill involves an eﬀectorspeciﬁc component that can be used independently of what other eﬀectors are doing. This was tested by having participants ﬁrst practice sequences consisting of alternations of left and right hand ﬁngers. Subsequently, a two hand-partly familiar sequence was carried out in the mixed condition that involved pressing the same keys
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by the right hand ﬁngers as in the practiced sequence, and diﬀerent keys by the ﬁngers of the left hand. The question was whether retaining a familiar movement pattern for one hand yields faster execution of that movement pattern as compared to both hands executing new movement patterns. To determine whether any beneﬁt relative to the new sequences would perhaps be due to higher order priming (i.e., responses at position n proﬁting from occurrence of a familiar response at position n-2) instead of a hand-speciﬁc skill, performance in the two hand-partly familiar sequence was compared also with a sequence in which the right hand pressed the same keys as in the familiar and the two hand-partly familiar sequence, but the remaining keys were pressed by the right hand too. This was the right hand-partly familiar sequence. Hand-speciﬁc skill due to priming does not predict beneﬁts in this sequence. Method Participants In total, eight right-handed participants (average age of 26 years, range 20–31 years) took part. They were paid DM 97.50 (approx. Euro 50) for participation. The two best performing participants received a bonus of DM 25 (approx. Euro 13). Task Participants executed key pressing sequences by depressing keys in response to key-speciﬁc cues on the monitor that were presented in a ﬁxed order. We know that with practice, these participants become faster at executing such sequences, and that eventually they can execute each sequence by responding to just the ﬁrst cue (Verwey, 1999). Participants started oﬀ by positioning four ﬁngers of the left hand (left little, ring, middle, and index ﬁngers) on the y, d, f, g keys of a (German) QWERTZ keyboard, and four ﬁngers of the right hand (the right index, middle, ring, and little ﬁngers) on the j, k, l, and – keys, respectively. These assignments were chosen such that each of the eight ﬁngers could easily press its key. The computer screen displayed bright outlines of eight green squares on a black background and with black content in the same spatial arrangement as the assigned keys. A key was depressed when the area enclosed by the corresponding square was ﬁlled green as if a light had been switched on. Immediately after depression of the associated key the content of the square went black again as if the light had been switched oﬀ, and the next square was switched on. The onset of a square is referred to as key-speciﬁc cue. Presenting two sets of six key-speciﬁc cues in a ﬁxed order thus led to execution of two ﬁxed six-key sequences. Key release was not registered and a key could be released either before or after the ensuing one had been depressed. Each sequence was followed by a 2,500-ms pause during which any key press was considered illegal (and indicated as such to the participant). The dependent variable was the time between onset of the key-speciﬁc cue and onset of depressing the corresponding key. These times are indexed as a function of their serial position: T1 through T6. Procedure and conditions The practice phase consisted of 11 blocks, 7 of which were carried out on the ﬁrst morning for a particular participant. The remaining practice blocks, 8 through 11, and the transfer blocks 12 and 13 were carried out on the morning of the next day. Practice phase blocks involved a choice task including 84 trials with one and 84



trials with another six-key sequence. It was not possible to predict which of the two alternative sequences would come next. So, across all 11 practice blocks, each sequence was executed 924 times. Halfway through each block there was a 22-s break. In both key pressing sequences in the practice phase, ﬁngers from the left and right hand were used in alternation. One sequence started with a key press by a ﬁnger of the left hand, the other by a key press with a right hand ﬁnger. The eight participants were divided into four pairs, each with another version of the four sequence pairs. If the little, ring, middle, index ﬁngers are indicated by l, r, m, and i for the left hand, and by L, R, M, I for the right hand, the following sequences were carried out: Two participants practiced lImLrR and RrIiMl, two practiced rMiRmI and ImMlLr, two mLlIiM and MiLrRm, and two iRrMlL and LlRmIi. These sequences are basically equal for all participants, except that a particular key (and thus ﬁnger) rotates within a hand for successive participants (i.e., lﬁrﬁmﬁiﬁlﬁ...; IﬁMﬁLﬁRﬁIﬁ...). Consequently, in the overall analysis each serial position in a sequence involved equal contributions of each of the ﬁngers. This prevented ﬁnger-speciﬁc eﬀects and increased comparability of diﬀerent positions within a sequence. Immediately after the practice phase, participants received a questionnaire that included a drawing of the key arrangement and the characters associated with each key. They were asked to write down the order of the characters in each of the two sequences they had just practiced. In transfer phase 1 (i.e., block 12 including the familiar/presequence condition) the two practiced sequences were preceded by a presequence. Participants were warned about these presequences in advance. These presequences consisted of three to six random key presses which were indicated by white ﬁllings of the squares, as opposed to green ﬁllings in the test sequences. Thus, participants only knew when a familiar sequence would start when its ﬁrst green square was presented. Response times in the presequences were not registered. The last practice block (i.e., block 11 with the familiar/ immediate condition) was used as control condition for examining the eﬀect of the presequence on the one familiar sequence that was included in transfer phase 2. Block 12 included the same number of trials as the practice blocks (i.e., 168). Transfer phase 2 (block 13 with the mixed condition) included a choice task with ﬁve sequences, one of the two previously practiced sequences and four new six-key sequences. Again, each sequence was preceded by a presequence with random, white key-speciﬁc cues, and the ﬁrst green cue indicating the start of a ﬁxed sequence. Participants were informed about this before starting. The ﬁve sequences of each participant were based on the same basis set of one practiced and four new sequences, and were adjusted again for each of the four participant pairs by rotating the keys as described earlier. For example, participants 1 and 5 in block 13 had the familiar sequence lImLrR and the new sequences rMiRmI (referred to as new 1/mixed), iLmRlM (new 2/mixed), mIrLlR (two handpartly familiar/mixed), and MIRLMR (right hand-partly familiar/ mixed). The two hand-partly familiar and the right hand-partly familiar sequences are characterized by the fact that the right hand executed the same subsequence as in the familiar sequence, namely I-L-R. Transfer phase 2 involved 60 sequences.



Apparatus The experiment was conducted on four MSDOS computers (80386SX, 40 MHz, Head Computers Ltd.) with M77 (S.A.M. Computers Ltd.) color VGA monitors. Stimulus presentation and response registration were controlled through micro experimental laboratory software (MEL version 2.0; see e.g., Schneider, Zuccolotto, & Tirone, 1993). This software package is specially developed for running PC-based psychological experiments. At a typical viewing distance of about 65 cm, a square subtended a visual angle of approximately 1. The stimuli were viewed under normal room illumination. The response keys were part of a normal QWERTZ PC keyboard (BTC Inc.). Although MEL can measure times with 1-ms precision by reprogramming the internal timer chip, variances caused by keyboard delays were found to add



111 approximately 19 ms to the error variance which, given the large number of trials in the present study, is considered acceptable (Segalowitz & Graves, 1990). Up to three participants performed simultaneously on computers that were separated by wooden barriers which prevented the participants from seeing each other. There they sat in front of a table on which the keyboard and a computer monitor were positioned. They were monitored by the experimenter through a closed video circuit.



Results The ﬁrst four sequences of each subblock were considered warming up and were discarded from the analyses. In addition, sequences with a total execution time that deviated with more than three SDs from the average in each practice block or transfer condition across participants, or that included an error, were discarded from the ANOVAs. The 3SD threshold eliminated less than 2% of the sequences in all conditions. For the distribution analyses, error trials were excluded, but outliers were not.



Awareness Four participants wrote down both six-key sequences correctly (i.e., ﬁve correct transitions in each sequence in the correct order), three participants had one correct sequence (two of these had two, and one participant had no correct transitions in the other sequence), and one participant had neither sequence correct (one sequence with three and one with one correct transition). This shows that even with extensive practice in the discrete sequence production task, participants need not become entirely aware of the sequence. The sequence that had been used as the familiar sequence in the mixed condition had been written down correctly by all but one participant (i.e., participant 7). This indicates that most participants were basically able to execute the familiar sequence on basis of explicit knowledge and that an associated sequencing component could occur in their interkey interval distributions.



The presequence condition Figure 3 presents the mean initiation and interkey intervals of the various sequences in the immediate, presequence, and mixed conditions. A Presequence (2) · Serial Position (6) ANOVA on intervals of the familiar sequence in the immediate and presequence conditions showed that Presequence had a main eﬀect, F(1, 7)=73.4, P 
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